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czst is a seaplane base that allows for ground handling of
seaplane operations and storage of seaplane floats.
there is a small facility on site that allows for ground
handling of seaplane operations and storage of seaplane
floats in a repair shed. this is also a float plane
destination so i have included a pullout for the dock and
the dock itself. there is a couple of small restaurants and
fuel for the watercraft and floats on site. located on a
small tundra island and is a designated seaplane base for
the area. this is a small airport that allows for ground
handling of seaplane operations and storage of seaplane
floats in a repair shed. the airport located on the
northern end of the island, with the terminal building and
hangar. only 1.5 miles from the northern end of thorne
bay, this airport is located on a small tundra island and is
a designated seaplane base for the area. there is a small
facility on site that allows for ground handling of
seaplane operations and storage of seaplane floats in a
repair shed. this is also a float plane destination so i have
included a dock pullout in this package. there is a couple
of small restaurants and fuel for the watercraft and floats
on site. the airport is located on a small tundra island
and is a designated seaplane base for the area. this is a
small airport that allows for ground handling of seaplane
operations and storage of seaplane floats in a repair
shed. this is also a float plane destination so i have
included a pullout for the dock and the dock itself. there
is a couple of small restaurants and fuel for the
watercraft and floats on site.
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fairbanks int'l airport has a very unique water runway
built into the complex (click on the image to the left to

see it). with rtmm's bwep scenery series, we utilized this
area to add a bwep complex by adding to the fairbanks

international airport scenery. there is a pullout there and
a maintenance complex for bwep aircraft. dex has added

a season switcher to this one so different things are
happening with the ai aircraft during the different

seasons. if you have bwep, or only fairbanks int'l airport,
you will find this an interesting addition. you can fly in
from prince rupert airport in a wheeled plane, and land

on the sloped strip, or fly your float plane (or drive a
boat) from the nearby kincolith seaplane base. flight

plan's have been included from both of the destinations
(fairbanks int'l). the a330-200 is the largest aircraft in the

a330 series and also one of the most common in the
world. designed for long distance (or short haul large
capacity) flights it is a common site on most airports.

even though it is not the most modern aircraft, it still has
all the characteristics of its smaller siblings. they are

highly integrated and automated aircraft where the pilot
is often just monitoring the complex systems. the

aerosoft a330 professional is a logical follow-up of our
a320 series but you will find many systems are redone to
a higher level of detail. the modeling and texturing are
state of the art. the a330 is the bigger brother of the
ubiquitous a320 series. designed for long distance (or
short haul large capacity) flights it is a common site on
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